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As a member of the Ingersoll Rand® family of MAX tools, the 1207MAX Series air ratchet combines best-in-class 
performance and a full complement of premium features to give professional technicians MAX Power, MAX Control, and 
MAX Comfort. It’s another in the long line of tools designed to help make your job easier — and you more productive.

TAKING PRODUCTIVITY TO THE MAX

FULLY VARIABLE, FEATHER-TOUCH 
TRIGGER gives operators access to all of the 
performance that lies between Off and On.

VARIABLE-SPEED REGULATOR is hand- 
operable and gives technicians the ability to  
easily control performance — perfect for use  
on a variety of fastener sizes.

360-DEGREE ADJUSTABLE  
DEFLECTOR allows users to  
choose direction of exhaust.

HEAT-TREATED RATCHET HOUSING 
offers improved strength to resist head 
spreading and increase durability.

INTEGRATED MUFFLER helps 
maintain operator comfort by reduc-
ing sound without sacrificing power.

COMPOSITE HANDLE insulates  
operator’s hands from the cold.

65 FT-LB MAX TORQUE  
delivers best-in-class power  
for stubborn fasteners.

IMPROVED RATCHET MECHANISM 
resists anvil slippage and provides 
increased durability.

PATENT-PENDING FORWARD/REVERSE COLLAR  
provides unrestricted access to easily change the direction  
of the tool, which is critical in tight spaces where traditional  
tools get jammed.
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1207MAX SERIES
1207MAX-D3 3/8" 65 (88) 200 3.14 (1.42) 10.83 (275) 23 (651) 85 1/4" 3/8”

1207MAX-D4 1/2" 65 (88) 200 3.19 (1.45) 10.83 (275) 23 (651) 85 1/4” 3/8”

NICKEL-PLATED HOUSING 
provides enhanced corrosion 
resistance.

Other 1207MAX

Easy to reach 
Forward/Reverse.

1207MAX:
Restricted access to 
Forward/Reverse.

Other Ratchets:

360-DEGREE SWIVEL 
AIR INLET prevents  
twisted air hoses.

MAX Power
65 ft-lb of maximum torque ensures enough power for tough applications.

MAX Control
Innovative forward/reverse collar, variable-speed power regulator, adjustable exhaust,  
and feather-touch trigger combine to offer unprecedented control.

MAX Comfort
Ergonomic composite handle is comfortable for extended use..  



Ingersoll Rand (NYSE:IR), driven by an entrepreneurial spirit and ownership mindset, is dedicated to helping make life better for our employees, customers and communities. Customers lean on us for 
our technology-driven excellence in mission-critical flow creation and industrial solutions across 40+ respected brands where our products and services excel in the most complex and harsh conditions. 
Our employees develop customers for life through their daily commitment to expertise, productivity and efficiency.

Learn more at www.ingersollrand.com
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